The aim of education is the development of hidden talent in students. Every child has specific talent. Showing their talent through the CMP Newsletter provides motivation and encouragement to the other students. The E-newsletter is an excellent medium to cater to the creative, verbal and artistic expression of students. It is an endeavor in this direction I congratulate the headmistress, contributors and teachers for bringing out this Newsletter for the first quarter 2020-21.

With best wishes

R.N. Wadalkar
Primary Education is like a garden with children as flowers and the primary teachers as the gardeners who nourish them with ample of opportunities, experiences and helping hands to bloom them with different colors of creativeness, innovations and enthusiasm in their life. I congratulate the newsletter team that has made sincere effort towards publishing the Newsletter in present times. This shows that we don’t have to wait for opportunities. But we have to create them.
E- LEARNING DURING LOCKDOWN

The teachers of Vidyalaya performed their duties irrespective of difficult circumstances due to pandemic. They pledged that teaching-learning process must go on. The bond between Guru and Shishya was made stronger using various E-learning platform. These platforms were used not only taking classes successfully but motivating students for various activities they can perform at home with family. Thus E-learning is giving strength to the three pillars (students, parents, teachers) today.
BRINGING CREATIVITY THROUGH CRAFT WORK
CELEBRATING EARTH DAY WITH A VISION –

CARE OF MOTHER EARTH
GREETING CARD MAKING ON MOTHER’S DAY
IGNITED MINDS – CREATIONS USING NATURE
INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

YOGA WITH FAMILY FOR HEALTH AT HOME
BOOK COVER PAGE ACTIVITY

A book is a device to ignite the imagination
MASK MAKING ACTIVITY
“Men are mortal. So are ideas. An idea needs propagation as much as a plant needs watering. Otherwise both will wither and die.”    - B.R. AMBEDKAR
CREATIVE CORNER
PLANTATION CAMPAIGN

Go green, plant trees. Let the new generation prosper. Children pledged to plant saplings for the better world.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. Online quizzes

2. Online C.C.A competition like english poem recitation, story telling

3. Counselling session

4. Online P.T.M

THANK YOU